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FOREWORD
Over the last decade, the Government of Mongolia has taken concrete measures towards the
implementation of the ILO’s Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention, 1999 (No. 182) and Forced
Labour Convention, 1930 (No. 29). These efforts are in line with the 2030 Development Agenda
which calls for the eradication of forced labour, modern slavery and human trafficking by 2030
and the elimination of child labour in all its forms by 2025.
Yet, to achieve these sustainable developmental results, key stakeholders in Mongolia have
identified the need for a better understanding on how child and forced labour develops in today’s
context. This need is most acute on the side of state agencies and civil society organizations
whose mission is to support children, youth and families who are at risk of child and forced
labour and other forms of violence.
The Trainers’ Kit on Rights, Responsibilities and Representation for Children, Youth and Families
(3-R Kit) aimed at strengthening the capacities of both public and private entities in these areas.
It was originally developed in 2006 by the ILO, and since then, successfully implemented in a
number of countries including Mongolia where the first version of the training kit was used
under the ILO/IPEC project in 2007. The 3-Kit has been recognized by the Mongolian Ministry of
Labour and Social Protection and the Authority for Family, Child and Youth Development (AFCYD),
government implementing agency as the most relevant and appropriate tool to strengthen the
capacities of Mongolian public and private actors.
Under the framework of the “ILO/EU project on Sustaining GSP-Plus Status1”, the 3-R Kit has
been revisited, adapted to the Mongolian context and validated by national trainers. We hope it
will be of use to a large audience and eventually benefit those who most need it. The COVID 19
pandemic, which is unfolding at the moment of writing this note, has cast a new shadow on the
wellbeing of vulnerable groups, particularly children. With an expected unfavorable economic
environment for the upcoming years, governments, state entities, private sector, trade unions
and civil society organizations all around the world are faced with the heightened challenge
of eliminating child and forced labour by 2025 and 2030 respectively. The 3-R Kit is a modest
contribution to support these efforts.
The ILO and the AFCYD are most grateful to the European Union’s generous financial support,
which made possible the realization of this Mongolian version of the 2020 3-R Kit. We look
forward to our continuous engagement in support of most vulnerable parts of the population,
helping to make sure that no one is left behind.

Enkh-Amar Mijidsuren		
Claire Courteille-Mulder
Chairperson				Director
AFCYD					
ILO Country Office for China and Mongolia

1

Full title of the project is: “ ILO/EU project on Sustaining GSP-Plus Status by Strengthening National Capacities to Improve International Labour
Standards Compliance and Reporting-Mongolia Phase 2” (MNG/17/50/EUR)
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Module 2

RIGHTS IN LIFE

Module Overview
This module introduces the basic human rights of children, youth and adults and the
responsibilities that come with these rights. It aims to make the definition of human rights
less abstract and connect the respect for these rights and their use in the day-to-day life of
participants. Participants are asked to think about the responsibilities they have regarding the
expression of these rights. The importance of getting organized to achieve these basic human
rights and to fight against violations is also stressed.
This module includes 4 units:
Unit 2.1
Unit 2.2
Unit 2.3

Everybody Has Rights
Child Rights
My Right, Our Right to Organize

Unit 2.1 Everybody Has Rights
Ex. 2.1.1 What Are Human Rights? •
•
Ex. 2.1.2 What Should I Do?

Objectives
To understand the meaning of human rights
To understand that rights come with
responsibilities
To understand the duties as a good citizen and
community member
Objectives

Time
75 mins

•

To become aware of the basic rights of the child

60 mins

•

To understand that rights come with
responsibilities
To become aware of the fact that the rights of
60 mins
different people may conflict
To think of possible solutions to solve conflicts
To articulate knowledge and understanding of
the basic rights of the child
60 mins
To identify ways to get help in the case of child
rights violation
To become aware of the basic rights of the child
To understand the importance of the UN 60 mins
Convention on the Rights of the Child

•

Unit 2.2 Child Rights
Ex. 2.2.1 I Have Rights - Chair
Dance
Ex. 2.2.2 I Can Solve It

•
•
•

Ex. 2.2.3 I Know My Rights

•

•
Ex. 2.2.4 Children Have Rights Too
•
– Poster Campaign
Unit 2.3 My Rights, Our Rights to
Organize

To understand the importance of making an
effort to work together
• To experience the advantages of cooperation
• To understand the importance of making an
effort to work together
• To reach a common goal together
Total time in Module 2: 8 hours 45 minutes

Ex. 2.3.1 More Heads Are Better
Than One – Jigsaw Puzzle
Ex. 2.3.2 Let’s Organize

Objectives

•

90 mins
Time

Time
60 mins
60 mins
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Unit 2.1

Rights in Life
Everybody Has Rights

Everybody Has Rights

Content
This unit introduces the basic, fundamental human rights of all persons. Participants will
gain an understanding of the need to respect these human rights and learn how to recognize
inequalities in wealth and enjoying rights. Participants will also learn that rights come with
responsibilities and the duties of good citizens and community members. They will become
aware that the rights of different people may conflict and think of possible solutions to solve the
conflict.

Key Messages
•

Every person has basic human rights because he or she is a human being, regardless of who
they are, where they were born, the sex, ethnicity or religion they have, or whether they are
in a poor or rich family or country.

•

The fundamental human rights are given in each country’s Constitution and/or National
Laws and Regulations.

•

The extent to which basic human rights are respected and enforced in practice varies from
family to family, community to community and country to country.

•

The government has a duty to safeguard and protect the human rights of all of its citizens.

•

Rights come with responsibilities. Everyone is entitled to exercise their rights but they don’t
have the right to violate others.

•

We have the responsibility to protect not only our own rights, but also the rights of others.

Exercises
2.1.1

What Are Human Rights?

2.1.2

What Should I Do?

Related Units

2

2.2

Child Rights

2.3

My Right, Our Right to Organize

4.2

What Is Child Labour?

11.2

Rights at Work

3-R Trainers’ Kit
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Exercise 2.1.1 What Are Human Rights?
Objectives
To understand the meaning of human rights

Target Group
Children, youth and adults

Duration
75 minutes

Seating Arrangements
A large circle of chairs and a large space inside the circle

Materials
•

A blackboard or wall space for writing in front of the class

•

10 flipchart sheets numbered 1 to 10

•

Bag or jar

•

6 markers or more

Training Aid
2.1.1 A: Tasks for What Are My Human Rights
2.1.1 B: Answer Sheet for What Are My Human Rights
Briefing Note: Human Rights

Session Plan Steps1
1. Brainstorm: What does it mean to be human? – 15 minutes
2. What is meant by human rights? – 15 minutes
3. Basic human rights – 35 minutes
4. Summary – 10 minutes
1

Adapted from: Human Rights Here and Now: Celebrating the Universal Declaration of Human Rights by Nancy Flowers, ed. (Human Rights Resource
Center, University of Minnesota), Activity 1: Human Beings/Human Rights, http://hrlibrary.umn.edu/edumat/hreduseries/hereandnow/Part-3/
Activity1.htm.
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Rights in Life
Everybody Has Rights
What Are Human Rights?

Preparation
For Step 3, prepare a jar or bag with 10 pieces of paper as explained in Training Aid 2.1.1 A.
Step 1 Brainstorm: What does it mean to be human? – 15 minutes
Write the words ‘HUMAN’ in the middle of a board, or flipchart on the wall or stand. Draw an
outline of a human figure under the word. Ask participants:
- What do you think are qualities that define a human being?
- What makes a human being different from other animals?

Participants may say human beings can walk upright on two legs, or talk, write, create things
such as houses, buildings, arts, architectures, technologies etc. Write the words or symbols
of the ideas presented by participants to the left of the human figure (or ask participants to
draw or write their ideas). Some participants may give intangible qualities such as intelligence,
sympathy and kindness. Encourage participants to share many ideas.
Next ask participants:
- What makes human beings happy? What makes you happy? Also think about people in your
family, your father, mother, grandmother, grandfather, children, siblings, friends: what
makes them happy?
- What do human beings need to feel protected, to have a happy life, to fully develop to reach
our potential and be fulfilled?
Many participants are likely to mention the basic needs such as a house, money, good health, a
loving family, education, a job, etc. Others may say love, comfort, good friends, community, etc.
List all their answers separately on the right of the human figure.
Brainstorm further with the following questions:
- Does being human mean just ‘being alive’ or ‘surviving’? (No, it means developing themselves
to reach their full potential.)
- Do all human beings want to have dignity? (Yes, everybody wants to be respected.)

- Are all human beings entitled to just and fair treatment in their family, community, and
country? (Yes, everybody should be entitled to fair and just treatment but this does not always
happen.)
- Human beings can use language and tell other people what they think, feel and want.
Sometimes someone takes that ability or freedom to speak, to express themselves away?
Would you like that if that happens to you? (No)
- What are important other things to you that you wish to have beyond the basic survival
needs? (Health, safety, security, protection from poverty/violence, being rich and powerful, etc.)
Add more answers to the list to the right side of the human figure. These answers could be
‘dignity’, ‘safety’, ‘equality’, ‘respect’, ‘freedom’, ‘opportunities to develop’, etc.

4
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Step 2 What is meant by human rights? – 15 minutes
Write down the word ‘RIGHTS’ on top of the list of answers from participants next to the human
figure, then ask:
- What does that mean? What are ‘rights’?
After some answers and ideas are shared, show
a short video “What Is a Human Right?” to give a
simple introduction to the concept of human rights.
This video was produced by the United Nations
Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights
(OHCHR) and is 1.44 minutes long:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JpY9s1Agbsw.
This video is good for people of all ages and all levels
of literacy.
Tip for Trainers
There are many short videos freely available online that explain the concept of human rights, some are
designed for children, others are more appropriate for youth and adults. Choose a short video that is
appropriate for your target group. For example: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SK4NcMBLjyQ
(59 seconds) by National Human Rights Commission of Mongolia, https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=wP1v5ab2toU (9.36 mins).
After the video explain:
•

When something is called a ‘right’, it means that someone has a claim or legal entitlement
and another party holds a duty or legal obligation to protect it. Every human being – every
man, woman and child – has what is called ‘human rights’, which their government has the
duty to uphold and protect.

•

These human rights have been written down, discussed and agreed upon by governments
in the international community as the minimum standards. They have become international
law, to which virtually all, civilized governments subscribe.

•

Human rights are universal. That means that all persons – boys, girls, women, men –
regardless of what country they live in, what language they speak, whether they are rich or
poor, or what religion they believe in, has the same human rights because they are human
beings.

•

Human rights call on governments of all countries to:
o RESPECT (avoid putting limits to what persons can do)
o PROTECT (safeguard a person from abuse)

o FULFIL (provide conditions to allow persons to achieve their potential in life).
•

Each country has the minimum standards of basic human rights written down in national
laws, often in what is called the Constitution. For example, Mongolia has a Constitution
that provides for the protection of human rights, and for laws that punish various crimes to
protect people from harm. Some international and national laws provide special protection
3-R Trainers’ Kit
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Rights in Life
Everybody Has Rights
What Are Human Rights?

to children, youth and women because they are more vulnerable to abuse. (See more
information in section 1 in the Briefing Note.)
Step 3 Basic human rights – 35 minutes
Tell participants that next they will learn about 10 basic human rights by playing a game. The
game has two rounds.
First, place 10 empty flipchart sheets on the floor in the middle of the circle in a large rectangle
of three by four meters as seen in the figure below. Number them from 1 to 10. Make sure there
is enough space between the sheets to enable participants to walk around each sheet.


Divide the group in 5 teams. Ask one member of each team to draw a paper from the prepared
jar or bag. On the paper they will find a number and a task. They have to use the flipchart on the
floor with the corresponding number to perform their task. Emphasize that this should be done
fast, within 5 minutes.
Once all groups have finished the first round of work, repeat the same process for the second
round with the remaining 5 pieces of paper.

Tip for Trainers
For child participants, some human rights may be difficult for them to understand. They do not need
to do all rights. Trainers may choose easier rights for them to work with, for example, Rights Nos. 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10 in Training 2.1.1 A.
When all flipcharts have been worked on. Ask everybody to look at the results of each group in
plenary. Discuss the flipcharts one by one by asking each group to explain their work with the
following questions:
- What is this human right?

- What were you asked to do on this human right?

- Was it difficult for you to come up with an answer (examples, or ideas) for this right?

Ask other groups if they agree with the answer/examples/ideas/drawing for each human right
and if they want to add anything else to that right. As necessary add missing information for
each human right (see the answer guide in Training Aid 2.1.1 B).

6
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Tip for Trainers
For literate youth and adults who understand English, trainers may also show another short and
attractive video (4.30 minutes) on key human rights by the Human Rights Action Center, 2008.2
After the group work discussion or the video, mention briefly the history of human rights laws
and treaties (see item 2 in the Briefing Note). Quickly summarize the key human rights from the
group work and add some other human rights as relevant such as right to adequate standard
of living, right to marriage and family, right to participate in the cultural life and community,
and right to equal protection under the law. If time allows, also mention some key international
human rights treaties Myanmar is a party to (see item 3 in the Briefing Note).
Step 5 Summary – 10 minutes
Summarize that human beings have not only survival needs but also other needs to have a
happy and fulfilling life. We need and want three types of things in life:
1) Everyone has basic survival needs such as food, clothing, a roof over our heads, medicine
for our health, and personal safety and protection from harms.
2) To develop to our full potential, all human beings also need things like education and work
which are necessary for our self-reliance. We also need to belong in a community, and to
enjoy respect, equality and freedom. All these give us a sense of human dignity.
3) If we can afford them, we all like or wish to enjoy nice things that give us comfort such as a big
house or a car for the family, a fancy toy for a child, fashionable clothes, and entertainment,
such as a smart phone, going to a concert or playing video games. These things are not
necessary and may often be a luxury but they give us joy.
Ask if basic human rights have to do with all these? Do human rights cover the needs for comfort
and luxury? (No, human rights safeguard the minimum conditions that are necessary for human
basic survival and human diginity.)
Ask the participants to identify which of these basic human rights are lacking or not being
observed in their community/country. Discuss briefly and round up with the following points:
•

Every person has basic human rights because he or she is a human being, irrespective of
age, race or ethnicity, sex, socio-economic status, nationality, migrant status, ,religion or
political opinion.

•

The basic human rights are provided in each country’s Constitution or other laws and
regulations.

•

The extent to which basic human rights are enforced in practice varies from family to family,
community to community and country to country.

•

The government has a duty to safeguard and protect human rights of its citizens, but not
all human rights are protected by governments all the time. That is why all human beings
should know their human rights.

2

The video titled The Universal Declaration of Human Rights created by Seth Brau (producer: Amy Poncher) is available on YouTube https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=hTlrSYbCbHE (Human Rights Action Center, 2008), and on Vimeo: https://vimeo.com/1823335.
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What Are Human Rights?
Tasks for What Are My Human Rights

Training Aid 2.1.1 A: Tasks for What Are My Human Rights
Guidelines: Cut this page along the dotted line to make 10 pieces with tasks. Fold each piece
twice and put them in a jar or bag. The tasks can be changed but keep all 10 rights.
1. Write on the flipchart:

2. Write on the flipchart:

RIGHT TO LIFE, LIBERTY AND PERSONAL SECURITY

RIGHT TO NATIONALITY

Given examples of situations when this right is
violated.

Give reasons why it is important to have a nationality.

3. Write on the flipchart:

4. Write on the flipchart:

RIGHT TO EQUAL ACCESS TO PUBLIC SERVICES

RIGHT TO EDUCATION

Make a list of public services.

Think of a wish you want to make regarding this
right. It can be a personal wish, a wish for others
or in general. Write the wishes on the flipchart.

5. Write on the flipchart:

6. Write on the flipchart:

RIGHT TO WORK AND TO JUST CONDITIONS AT
WORK

RIGHT TO FREEDOM FROM SLAVERY

7. Write on the flipchart:

8. Write on the flipchart:

RIGHT TO EQUALLITY AND NON-DISCRIMINATION

RIGHT TO FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT

Give examples of types of slavery that you think
Make one (or more) drawings showing this right or everyone should be free from.
a violation of this right.

Give examples of situations when the right to
equality and non-discrimination is not respected.

8

Give examples of situations you have heard about
this right being violated or restricted.

9. Write on the flipchart:

10. Write on the flipchart:

RIGHT TO FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION

RIGHT TO FORM OR JOIN AN ASSOCIATION

Give examples of things people are sometimes
not allowed to say. Think of political, cultural and
religious issues but think also of certain feelings.

Make a list on the flipchart of types of associations
that should be allowed to be formed or joined.

3-R Trainers’ Kit
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TA 2.1.1 B

Training Aid 2.1.1 B: Answer Sheet for What Are My Human Rights
1. RIGHT TO LIFE, LIBERTY AND PERSONAL SECURITY – The right to life is one of th emost funamental
human rights. It means the right to live, in particular not to be killed or harmed by another human
being, for example in a war or armed conflict, in a crime, or by law enforcement. The government has
an obligation to ensure that each citizen’s right to life is not violated not only by killing or murder but
also by socio-economic deprivation or discrimination, for example, homelessness and lack of access
to necessary healthcare that may be life threatening.
2. RIGHT TO NATIONALITY – Everybody must have and no one shall be arbitrarily denied the right
to have or to change his/her nationality. Without nationality an individual becomes stateless and is
deprived of a number of rights that legal citizens of a country have. They are denied opportunities
to develop as a person and participate in society, such as to go to school, get a decent job, vote, own
property, and access health and public services. They are also prone to arrest for illegal entry and
harassment from authorities and other people.
3. RIGHT TO EQUAL ACCESS TO PUBLIC SERVICES – Education and health services are most common
examples. Other examples include public infrastructure and utilities, such as roads, electricity and
water. When they mention that certain groups do not have equal access, discuss briefly the reasons
for this.
4. RIGHT TO EDUCATION – All kind of wishes can be expected. When nothing is mentioned regarding
equal access to education for both girls and boys, ask what they think about this.
5. RIGHT TO WORK AND TO JUST CONDITIONS AT WORK – All drawings showing fair pay and working
hours, equal opportunities to get a job, advance in a job, start a business, no child labour as well as
equality and (non-)discrimination issues or (un)safe working conditions are correct.
6. RIGHT TO FREEDOM FROM SLAVERY– Examples of slavery or slavery-like conditions are many:
working in forced labour or debt bondage; being forced to work against one’s will, being imprisoned,
such as domestic worker not permitted to leave the employer’s house; being forced to sexual slavery;
children forced to work as child soldiers or porters. Ask participants where they got the information
from: own experience, from school or the media?
7. RIGHT TO EQUALITY AND NON-DISCRIMINATION – Answers can be very diverse, for example
equal opportunities for girls and boys in education, men and women in jobs and occupation, and
equal opportunities and treatment before the law for everyone. The key point is that everyone is
entitled to equal opportunity and treatment without distinction, exclusion or preference based on
race or ethnicity, colour, sex, age, religion, political opinion, socio-economic status or social origin.
8. RIGHT TO FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT – Ask on which information their answer is based: experience,
rumours or the media. Explain that everyone should have the freedom to travel, but that this right
has been denied to some people in some countries at different points in time, for example, Aung San
Suu Kiye was not allowed to travel several times during her life. Migrant workers in other countries
are also sometimes not allowed to travel freely.
9. RIGHT TO FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION – In some countries people are not allowed to be critical
towards their government or their employer. In many cultures, children cannot express disagreement
with parents or discuss freely about many issues such as choice of marriage partner, having Aids,
or being gay. The freedom to choose and practice a religion or a spiritual belief also comes under
this right.
10. RIGHT TO FORM OR JOIN AN ASSOCIATION – All kinds of cultural, social or political movements/
associations can be mentioned. Examples are: trade unions, NGOs, youth groups, community
groups, self-help groups, parents’ groups (for schools), political parties, saving and credit groups,
and cooperatives.
3-R Trainers’ Kit
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Briefing Note: Human Rights3
1. What is meant by human rights?
Human rights are the basic and absolute rights that every person has because he or she is a
human being. These rights are universal, meaning they apply to all human beings, regardless
of age, sex, race, color, language, nationality, ethnicity, class, religion or political beliefs. They
are legal guarantees protecting individuals and groups against actions which interfere with
fundamental freedoms and human dignity.
When something is defined as a ‘right’, it means that someone holds a claim or legal entitlement,
and someone else holds a corresponding duty or legal obligation. Human rights law obligates
governments to protect the rights of citizens and prevents them from violating the human rights
of citizens and residents of the country. Human rights recognize the vulnerability of human
beings in civil, political, economic, social and cultural processes and provide protection. Every
human being has these rights although the extent to which they are enforced in practice varies
from country to country.
The following are some important characteristics of human rights:
•

They are internationally guaranteed.

•

They are legally protected.

•

They focus on the dignity of the human being.

•

They protect individuals and groups.

•

They obligate states and state actors.

•

They cannot be waived or taken away.

•

They are equal and interdependent.

•

They are universal.

2. What are human rights?
In the late 1930s and 1940s, the world was shaken by many terrible events: the rise of fascism;
the atrocities of concentration camps and the uprooting of millions of people from their homes
during World War II; and the atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The creation of the
United Nations (UN) was intended to ensure that such events would never happen again. In 1948
the UN General Assembly adopted the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR).
The UDHR set a standard by which “human beings shall enjoy freedom of speech and belief and
freedom from fear and want” and the fundamental rights of people would be protected by rule
of law. The following are many but not all of the fundamental human rights guaranteed in the
UDHR:
•

Right to life, liberty and personal security

•

Right to equality and freedom from discrimination

3

Adapted from: WWRGE Manual – Cambodia by Rosalinda Terhorst et al. (ILO: Bangkok, 2004), Briefing Note 6: Rights, Laws and Rules; Inspiring
Practice: Resources, Tools and Activities for Human Rights Education by Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission (NIHRC, 2008), http://www.
nihrc.org/uploads/publications/Inspiring_Practices.pdf.
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•

Right to nationality and the freedom to change it

•

Right to own property

•

Right to adequate living standard

•

Right to education

•

Right to marriage and family

•

Right to participate in the cultural life and community

•

Right to equal access to public service in the country

•

Right to work and to just and favourable conditions of work

•

Right to freedom from slavery and forced labour

•

Right to freedom from arbitrary arrest and torture

•

Right to freedom of movement

•

Right to freedom of thought, opinion and expression

•

Right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association

•

Right to freedom of belief and religion

•

Right to equal protection under the law.
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In human rights law, individuals and groups are protected and the conduct of states (and
state actors) is regulated. At the international, regional, national and local levels, there are
organizations that monitor human rights, including: independent human rights commissions;
the courts; parliaments; the media; trade unions; non-governmental, community-based or civil
society organizations; religious organizations; and academic institutions.
3. International human rights treaties in Mongolia
Human rights standards are set out in many international agreements, which are developed,
signed or ratified by Member States of the United Nations. When a country has signed or ratified
an international agreement or treaty, it becomes a ‘party’ to that treaty and must abide by the
rules and standards set out in it. As a UN Member State Mongolia has signed and ratified many
international human rights agreements including:
•

CAT - Convention against Torture and Other Cruel Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or
Punishment

•

CAT-OP - Optional Protocol of the Convention against Torture

•

CCPR - International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

•

CCPR-OP2-DP - Second Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights aiming to the abolition of the death penalty

•

CED - Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance

•

CEDAW - Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women

•

CERD - International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination

•

CMW - International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and
Members of Their Families
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•

CRC - Convention on the Rights of the Child

•

CRC-OP-AC - Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the involvement
of children in armed conflict

•

CRC-OP-SC - Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the sale of
children child prostitution and child pornography

•

CRPD - Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities.4

4. National legal rights
National legal rights are rights defined by national laws in each country, usually consisting of
constitutional rights, rights laid down in national legislation such as the Penal Code, the Labour
Code and the Civil Code and rules such as government regulations.
4.1 Constitution of Mongolia
Each country has a Constitution or a guiding set of national principles in which the fundamental
rights of citizens are guaranteed. The Consitution of Mongolia guarantees that all persons
lawfully residing in Mongolia are equal before the law and the courts and prohibits discrimination
on the basis of ethnic origin, language, race, age, sex, social origin or status, property, occuption
or post, religion, opinion, or education (Article 14). Article 16 of the Constitution provides the
following rights and freedoms for the citizens of Mongolia:
•

The right to life

•

The right to healthy and safe environment and to be protected against environmental
pollution and ecological imbalance

•

The right to fair acquisition, possession, and inheritance of movable and immovable property

•

The right to free choice of employment, favorable conditions of work, remuneration, rest,
and private enterprise. No one may be unlawfully forced to work

•

The right to material and financial assistance in old age, disability, childbirth, and childcare
and in other cases as provided by law

•

The right to the protection of health and medical care

•

The right to education

•

The right to engage in creative work in cultural, artistic, and scientific fields and to benefit
thereof

•

The right to take part in the government of the country directly or through representative
bodies

•

The right to freedom of association in political parties or other voluntary organizations on
the basis of social and personal interests and opinion

•

Equal rights for men and women in political, economic, social, and cultural fields as well as
in marriage

•

The right to submit a petition or a complaint to State bodies and officials

•

The right to personal liberty and safety

4

As of 24 October 2019. Source: UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR), https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/
TreatyBodyExternal/Treaty.aspx?CountryID=115&Lang=EN
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•

The right to appeal to the court for protection if one considers the rights or freedoms spelt
out by the Mongolian law or an international treaty to have been violated

•

Freedom of conscience and religion

•

Freedom of thought, opinion, expression, speech, press, and peaceful assembly

•

The right to seek and receive information except that which the state and its bodies are
legally bound to protect as secret

•

The right to freedom of movement and residence within thecountry, to travel and reside
abroad, and to return home to the country.5

4.2 National laws
Civil rights are rights to personal liberty that protect persons against arbitrary interference
from the government or society. Common civil rights are the rights to family life, choice of
language, freedom of expression and freedom of association. Civil rights are commonly laid
down in national constitutions, and are set out in civil codes. The Civil Code is a compilation
of rights and duties, which citizens have towards each other. Civil codes usually set out rules
on marriage, inheritance law or descendancy. Civil codes do not necessarily directly protect
human rights. For example, many civil codes stipulate that marriage creates a legal entitlement
to affection and living together. This is not a human right per se but deals with the relations
between citizens, in this case married couples.
The purpose the civil rights of Monoglia is6 “to regulate relations between legal entities and
property and non-material wealth.” Civil law is based on the principle of equality, independence,
inviolability of property, freedom of agreement and non-interference in personal affairs
of participants in civil law relations, the exercise of civil rights without any restrictions, the
restoration of violated rights and protection in court.
4.3 Rules and regulations
In addition to the national laws such as the Penal Code, the Civil Code and the Labour Code
there are government rules and regulations. These provide detailed descriptions of some rights
in the national laws. Examples are the rules and regulations on Occupational Safety and Health
issues, in which the minimum safety rules for the workplace are defined.
5. Cultural and social norms and values
Cultural norms and values underlie the hierarchy of rights and often determine whether the
rule of law is followed.
Sometimes there is a conflict of interest in respecting rights. For example, the ‘right to
development’ for all citizens cannot be met by many governments due to the different political
stake holders within that government and their willingness to distribute the benefits of
development fairly between different regions and ethnicities.
Different ethnic or minority groups may have different worldviews from the dominant groups
in that society. For example, most persons rate the right to life of humans higher than that of
animals, but this is not a universal idea.
5
6

https://www.conscourt.gov.mn/?page_id=842&lang=en
https://www.legalinfo.mn/law/details/299?lawid=299
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6. Rights hierarchy
A ‘rights’ pyramid can be established as follows:

This rights hierarchy is based on European legal systems adopted by most but not all countries.
For example, in some Islamic countries religious laws form the top of the pyramid. In other
countries a ‘common law’ also exists based on traditional customs.
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Exercise 2.1.2 What Should I Do?
Objectives
•

To understand that rights come with responsibilities

•

To understand the duties of a good citizen and community member

Target Group
Children and youth (Option A), youth and adults (Option B)

Duration
90 minutes

Seating Arrangements
Group seating around 5 tables or 5 sitting areas

Materials
•

10 Child Rights Picture Cards (Training Aid 2.2.1 A in Exercise 2.2.1)

•

At least 10 markers and 10 sheets of flipchart paper

•

1-2 rolls of masking tape

Training Aid
2.2.1 A: Child Rights Picture Cards (Option A)
2.3.1 A: Questions for Group Work: Rights and Responsibilities (Option B)
Briefing Note: Rights and Responsibilities

Session Plan Steps
1. What if your house is robbed? – 10 minutes
Option A: Children and Youth
2. Distribute child right picture cards – 10 minutes
3. Group work: 2 responsibilities for each child right – 40 minutes
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Option B: Youth and Adults
2. Set up group work – 20 minutes
3. Group presentation on responsibilities and human rights – 30 minutes
4. Discussion on rights and responsibilities – 25 minutes
5. Round up – 5 minutes
Step 1 What if your house is robbed? – 10 minutes
Ask participants the following question: You see your neighbour’s house is being robbed, what
do you do? Listen to some answers and explain that if you want to keep peace and security in the
community everyone should help each other. Every community member is entitled to personal
safety. Security comes also with the individual responsibility to maintain it: you do not harm
others and look after them.
Option A: Children and Youth
Step 2 Distribute the child right picture cards – 10 minutes
Divide the group in 10 small groups (two groups at each table or sitting area) and give each
group a child right picture card (Training Aid 2.2.1 A), a marker and a flipchart paper. If the
picture cards were used in an earlier session, ask if they remember the picture. When they do
not remember or are not familiar with the pictures, explain the 10 main child rights one by one
to the whole group. When it is clear to all they can stick their picture on a flipchart paper.
Step 3 Group work: 2 responsiblities for each child right – 40 minutes
Ask each small group to make two lists under the picture: (1) a list of responsibilities they
think they have regarding the right that is on the picture, and (2) a list of responsibilities others
have towards them regarding the right on the picture. The lists do not have to be very lengthy;
they should try to think of at least two responsibilities per list. The trainer walks around to give
suggestions. After 15 minutes ask each group to present their lists and tape all papers on the
walls. (If the children or youth are not very literate, they can draw pictures instead of writing
words on their lists.)
Option B: Youth and Adults
Step 2 Set up group work – 20 minutes
Divide the group in 5 groups and give each group a paper with the questions for group work
(Training Aid 2.3.1 A), markers and a sheet of flipchart paper. They get 15 minutes to think
and to write the answers on the flipchart. Make sure that the youth and adults in each group
understand their questions. The trainers may need to read or explain to each group if they are
not very literate.
Step 3 Group presentation on responsibilities and human rights – 30 minutes
Each group gets 5 minutes to report their findings in plenary.
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Continue for both options.

Tip for Trainers
The presentations in Step 3 are not about giving correct answers but rather a way of encouraging
them to discuss the issue. Actually, all answers will be more or less the same. Everyone has the
responsibility to listen to others, to respect their beliefs and to act fairly. It is important to emphasize
that if their right, or the rights of others, are violated they have the responsibility to fight against the
violation. See the Briefing Note on Rights and Responsibilities for more information.
Step 4 Discuss on rights and responsiblities – 25 minutes
After the presentation discuss the results in plenary using the following questions:
- What rights have very clear responsibilities related to them?

- For which rights was it difficult to come up with responsibilities?

- Do you think it is easy or difficult to fulfill certain responsibilities? Why?
Step 5 Round up – 5 minutes
Round up by explaining that:
•

Rights come with responsibilities.

•

We have the responsibility to collect information and find out about our rights.

•

One cannot say or do everything just because one has the right to do so, if this damages
others.

•

We have the responsibility to protect not only our own rights, but also the rights of others.
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Training Aid 2.1.2 A: Questions for Group Work: Rights and Responsibilities7
Guidelines: Choose 5 rights from the list given on the following pages to use during the group
work about responsibilities regarding certain rights. Of course you can change the situations so
that they reflect more closely the lives of your participants.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Right to free expression
Suppose you have a meeting with other people in your community to discuss how to improve the
common facilities in the community with a limited budget. You have the right to speak and give
your suggestions.
- What responsibilities do you have in the way you speak and in what you say?
- What responsibilities do other people have towards your right to speak?
- What responsibilities do you have towards the other people’s right to speak?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Right to nationality
Suppose you just became a father or mother.
- What responsibilities do you have as a parent towards your newborn baby regarding the
right to nationality?
- What other responsibilities do you have towards the newborn baby?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Right to be free from slavery and forced labour
Suppose you see someone talking to a girl in your village under suspicious circumstances. The
girl looks in doubt but finally goes with the person who talked to her.
- What are your responsibilities towards the girl? What do you do?
Suppose you know that a person living close by has a young domestic servant. You hardly see
the girl outside the house and when you see her it is clear that she is unhappy and she often has
bruises on her arms.
- What are your responsibilities towards this girl?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Right to vote
Suppose you are going to vote in an election. You can choose between 5 candidates.
- What responsibilities do you have regarding the right to vote?
Suppose some friends do not agree with the way you are going to vote. What responsibilities do
they have toward your right to vote?
- When you do not agree with the way your friends, neighbours or other people from the
community vote, what responsibilities do you have towards their right to vote?
7

Adapted from We the people by Centre of Civic Education, Exercise: What responsibilities accompany our rights?, http://www.civiced.org.
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Right to fair treatment
Suppose somebody has accused you of doing something wrong (such as stealing something or
doing something unacceptable or illegal).
- What responsibilities should that person have towards you?
Suppose you have accused others of doing something wrong.
- What responsibilities do you have towards them?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Right to freedom of religion
Suppose you believe in a particular religion. You attend a place of worship in your community.
- What responsibilities do you have in the way you practice your religious beliefs?
Suppose there are people in your community who believe in different religions or in no religion
at all.
- What responsibilities do they have towards your right to practice your religious beliefs?
- What responsibilities do you have to protect other people’s right to practice their religious
beliefs or not have any religious beliefs?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Right to be free from discrimination
Suppose people in your community are planning an activity for members of your community.
- What responsibilities might they have to be fair to you irrspective of your age, sex, race etc.
may be?
Suppose that you are helping to organize the activity.
- What responsibilities do you have regarding other people in the community?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Right to choose own spouse at minimum age of marriage
Suppose your parents have chosen a partner for you but you do not want to marry this person.
- What are your responsibilities towards your parents?
- What are their responsibilities towards you?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Right to equal protection under the law
Suppose the government is planning a large infrastructure project and all people of your village
need to move to another place.
- What are the responsibilities of the government towards you and your community members?
Your neighbour is an influential person and you find out that he gets much more compensation
than the other community members.
- What is your responsibility towards your community members?
------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Briefing Note: Rights and Responsibilities
Most of us agree we all should have certain basic rights. For example, we all want to have the
right to an adequate standard of living, to education, and to speak freely. We want the right to
believe as we wish and not be prosecuted for our belief. We also want to be free from torture or
discrimination, to own property and to travel wherever we want to go. Citizens of the voting age
want the right to vote.
Given that everyone is entitled to the same set of rights, this means that, if something is a right
for you, it is also a right for all others too. Therefore, it is in the interest of everyone that human
rights and child rights are protected. As these rights come with responsibilities, it is fair to say
that if we want these rights, we must also take the responsibilities that come with them. It is
not a one-way situation. People should be responsible to one another and have respect for each
other’s rights as they belong to all of us.
As a citizen it is your responsibility, for instance:
•

To collect information and to find out about your rights

•

To listen to each other

•

To respect each other’s opinion

•

To respect each other’s beliefs and/or behaviour

•

To exercise your right to vote

•

To find out about the truth before judging

•

To take action when you or others experience a right violation

•

To motivate others to fight against the violation of rights.
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Content
This unit explains the basic rights of children in line with the UN Convention on the Rights of
the Child as well as existing laws and policies concerning child rights in Mongolia. Besides
becoming aware of child rights in general, participants will also learn about existing facilities
and services for child protection in Mongolia and how to seek help in the case of child rights
violation. The rights that get priority in communities are identified and discussed in more detail.

Key Messages
•
•

•
•
•

The principle of child rights is universally accepted.
All girls and boys have the right to:
- name and nationality
- family, love and care
- adequate and healthy food
- education
- health care
- choose their own friends
- rest and play
- protection from abuse, exploitation and discrimination
- expression of views and opinion
- special care and assistance when needed (for child refugees, disabled children).
Rights come with responsibilities.
Respect and understanding of others’ rights can prevent and solve conflicts.
Government, families and communities have the duties to protect child rights and ensure
children’s well-being.

Exercises
2.2.1
2.2.2
2.2.3
2.2.4

I Have Rights - Chair Dance
I Can Solve It
I Know My Rights
Children Have Rights Too – Poster Campaign

Related Units
2.1
2.3
4.2
11.2

Everybody Has Rights
My Right, Our Right to Organize
What Is Child Labour?
Rights at Work
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Exercise 2.2.1 I Have Rights – Chair Dance
Objectives
To become aware of the basic rights of the child

Target Group
Children

Duration
60 minutes

Seating Arrangements
Set-up for musical chair dance: a circle of chairs with one chair for each participant with the
chair seats pointing outwards. Leave enough space between the chairs for participants to walk
around the circle of chairs, and to access the inner circle.

Materials
•
•
•
•

Some fun music tracks and a music player with loud speakers (Choose music that is popular
among children.)
10 picture cards (Training Aid 2.2.1 A)
Masking tape
(Optional and if available) a short (no more than 5 or 10 minutes long) video on children’s
rights designed for children in Burmese or local language

Training Aid
2.2.1 A: Child Right Picture Cards
Briefing Note: Child Rights

Session Plan Steps
1.
2.
3.
4.

Start the musical chair walk – 10 minutes
Continue the musical chair walk – 25 minutes
Discuss child rights – 25 minutes
Conclusion – 5 minutes
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Step 1 Start the musical chair walk – 10 minutes
Explain that we will discuss child rights and start with a musical chair walk. Start the musical
chair dance by setting up the chairs, ask people to sit and put the 10 Child Right Picture Cards
(Training Aid 2.2.1 A) face down in the middle of the circle. Explain the game rules as follows:
• Ask everyone to stand up and remove two chairs from the circle.
• Explain that you will turn on the music and the participants will walk around in the circle at
a fast pace.
• When you turn off the music everyone has to take a seat again.
• Two persons will be too late because there are not enough chairs for everyone.
• These two persons should choose one picture from the floor, turn it around, look at it and
explain what it is about, and indicate whether there is a problem for boys and girls to exercise
this right in their family or community.
• When the persons do not know the answer the group may help. After a brief description of
the picture it can be placed on the wall.
Start the game and do one round. Repeat the rules if needed.
Step 2 Continue the musical chair walk – 25 minutes
Remove two chairs, restart the music, continue the walk around the circle. Repeat the game
until all pictures are turned and discussed.
Step 3 Discuss child rights – 20 minutes
Ask everyone to stand or sit down in such a way that they can see all 10 pictures that are on the
wall. Ask them the following questions:
- What are these pictures all about?
- Do you think there is a connection between all the pictures? If so, which connection?
- Are some of the situations happening to you? If so, which situations?
- Which situations are not happening in your life? Why not?
- What do you know about child rights?
Explain the UN Convention on the Right of the Child, which sets out and explains these rights,
see the Briefing Note on Child Rights for details. Ask the group to discuss:
- Which rights do you wish to have right now? Why?
Tip for Trainers
Show a short video about children’s rights in
Mongolian language and use the video as the learning
aid, for example, this video by World Vision Mongolia:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fjKuUy2teUs
(2.34 minutes)
Step 4 Conclusion – 5 minutes
Conclude by going through the 10 child rights. Mention the rights that the children wish to have
right now and why (from Step 3). Also emphasize where special attention needs to be given to
certain groups of children, by sex, migrant status, ethnicity, religion, or socio-economic status
in the communities covered by participants.
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Training Aid 2.2.1 A: Child Right Picture Cards
Guidelines: Make one photo
copy of the following 10 picture cards in A-4 or A-3 size for use in the exercise.

1. Right to name and nationality

2. Right to family love and care

3. Right to adequate and healthy food

4. Right to education

5. Right to health care

6. Right to choose one’s own friends

7. Right to rest and play

8. Right to protection from abuse,
exploitation and discrimination

9. Right to express views and opinion

10. Right to special care and assistance
when needed
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Briefing Note: Child Rights and Child Protection in Mongolia8
All human beings, adults and children alike, are entitled to human rights. But because of their
special needs and vulnerability, children’s rights need to be addressed with particular care
and attention. A number of international instruments have been adopted to protect children’s
rights. The main one is the United Nations (UN) Convention on the Rights of the Child, adopted
in November 1989, which sets out the basic human rights to which children everywhere are
entitled. The Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) is the most widely ratified human rights
treaty in history, which means that the principles in the Convention are universally accepted by
the internatioal community, including Mongolia which ratified it in July 1990 and has applied the
CRC in national law. The Convention has been signed by 196 countries.9 Mongolia acceded to
the Convention on the Rights of the Child in 1990 and has been taking steps to incorporate the
Convention into national law.
According to the Convention, a child is defined as “… a person under 18 (years of age), unless
national laws recognize the age of majority earlier.”
The Convention on the Rights of the Child states that all children:
•

Are equal

•

Have the right to love and care

•

Have the right to adequate and healthy food

•

Have the right to go to school

•

Have the right to health care

•

Have the right to play

•

Can choose their own friends

•

Should not be sexually abused

•

Should not have to work.

The Convention on the Rights of the Child contains 54 articles, each of which entails a different
type of right. These can be broken down into four main categories:
•

Survival rights cover a child’s right to life and the needs that are most basic to existence.
These include an adequate living standard, shelter, nutrition and access to health care.

•

Developmental rights are what children require to reach their fullest potential. Examples
are the rights to education, play and leisure, cultural activities, access to information, and to
freedom of thought, conscience and religion.

•

Protection rights require that children be safeguarded from all forms of abuse, neglect
and exploitation. They cover issues such as special care for refugee children, freedom from
torture and abuses as set out in the criminal justice system of each country, or involvement
in armed conflict, child labour, drug abuse and sexual exploitation.

•

Participation rights allow children to take an active role in their communities and nations.
They encompass children’s freedom to express opinions, to have a say in matters affecting
their own lives, to join associations and to assemble peacefully. As their abilities develop,

8
9

UNICEF. See more at: https://www.unicef.org/crc/index_30177.html.
https://treaties.un.org/Pages/ViewDetails.aspx?src=TREATY&mtdsg_no=IV-11&chapter=4&clang=_en (accessed 24 October 2019).
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children are to have increasing opportunities to participate in the activities of their society in
preparation for responsible adulthood.
Child rights protection in Mongolia10
Mongolia has been undertaken consistent measures to integrate international legal principles
related to the provision, protection of the child’s fundamental rights into national laws.
International laws
1924 - Geneva Declaration on the Rights of the
Child
1959, January 20 - General Assembly Declaration
on the Rights of the Children

Mongolian laws
1990 - Mongolian National Constitution
1996 - Family Law
1999 - Labour Code

1973 - ILO Minimum Age Convention (No. 138)

2002 - Law on Education

1989, November 20 - Convention on the Rights of
Child

2005 - Social Welfare Law (revised)

1999 - ILO Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention (No. 182)
2003 - Optional Protocol to the Convention on the
Rights of the Child on the involvement of children
in armed conflict
2003 - Optional Protocol to the Convention on the
Rights of the Child on the sale of children, child
prostitution and child pornography

2015 - Criminal Code (revised)
2015 - Law on Child Care Services
2016 – Law on Child Protection (revised)
2016 – Law on Child Rights (revised)
2016 - Law on Combating Domestic Violence
(revised)

2015 - Additional protocols on information delivery 2016 - Law on Hygiene
2016 - Law on Infringement
2016 - Law on People with Disabilities
2017 - Criminal Procedure (revised)
2017 - Conflict Resolution Law
2017 - National Action Plan on Child Development
and Child Protection

With extensive legislation, Mongolia became the 49th country in the world that legally protects
children from all forms of neglect, violence, abuse and exploitation in all environments. Basic
principles of child rights in Mongolia’s Child Rights Act are: 11
1. No discrimination against children;
2. State, citizens and legal entities shall ensure the priority of the fundamental rights of the
child, while at the same time ensuring equal rights for the child to survive, develop and
protect, and participate in social life;

10 Save the Children, Child Rights Situation in Mongolia 2018, chapter 3A, pp. 49-75.
11 https://www.legalinfo.mn/law/details/11710?lawid=11710
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3. Respect the child’s opinion, taking into account the age and maturity of the child;
4. Relate national traditions and customs to the rights of the child;
5. Provide children with information relevant to their age, body and mental state.
The Child Rights Act defines the obligations and competencies of government organizations for
children, as well as the obligations and roles of central and local child and family development
organizations, national and local Councils for Children, all levels of governors, other public
organizations, parents, citizens, and legal entities. Concurrently, the Child Protection Act and
the Law on Combating Domestic Violence laid the legal foundations for the child protection
system in Mongolia.
A number of institutions and services have been created or restructured since 2015 in accordance
with child rights-related laws, particularly the Child Protection Law, for instance:
•

The Authority of Child, Youth and Family Development (AFCYD), affiliated with Ministry of
Labour and Social Protection (MLSP)

•

108 Child Helpline Services Center, under AFCYD

•

Temporary Protection Center, under 108 Child Helpline Services Center

•

Training, Research and Information Center, affiliated with MLSP, which conducts research
on children, youth and families and provides training to social workers

•

National and Sub-national Ethics Committee of Mongolian Social Workers

•

Unur Bul Children’s Center which provides protective response services

•

AFCYD and the Metropolitan Child & Family Development Department jointly founded a
Children’s Development Center in Bagakhangai district for rehabilitation of unsupervised
children and reintegration into their families

•

The Commission for Health, Education, Social Protection of Disabled Children

•

Single Window services which provides comprehensive services to victims of violence

•

Juvenile Justice Board which work with juvenile offenders, victims and witnesses of crimes

•

Multidisciplinary Teams (MDTS) which have duties to work with victims of domestic violence
and children exposed to violence.

The Child Protection Act specifies that child protection in Mongolia is family-centered, and
shall be co-ordinated, prompt, equitable, accessible and effective. New roles of state personnel
have been established to monitor and protect child rights, including social workers, child rights
officers, child rights inspectors, and child ambassadors. The use of child punishment in all
social settings is prohibited.
In 2017 and 2019, 70 state child rights inspectors were trained to monitor child rights violations.
The Conflict Resolution Law specifies main officers in charge of child rights: state inspectors
for child rights, state inspectors for professional inspection, and police officers. The State
Inspectorate for Children’s Rights examines and resolves the violations by referring to Articles
6.20, paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, Article 10.23, and Article 15.2, paragraph 1. In addition, the
Government of Mongolia has approved national programs on standards for health, nutrition,
development and protection of children and adolescents, including:
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•

Food, Nutrition and Food Security Policy (2016-2025)

•

National Child Development and Protection Program (2017-2021)

•

Maternal and Child Health (2017-2021)

•

National Injury Prevention Program (2018-2020)

•

National Program on the Rights, Participation and Development of Persons with Disabilities
(2017-2022)

•

The Healthy Teeth - Healthy Child Program (2018-2022)

As part of the Child Protection Act, Resolution No. 03 of 2018 of the National Council for Children
approved the “Child Protection Policy and Directive” for each sector, and the state and nongovernmental organizations for children and family affairs, and the “Child Protection Policy and
Rules’’ branch of education. By 2019, 19 temporary shelters and 11 One-stop Service Centers
were opened. More than 80 per cent of all victims of violence served by child preotection
temporary shelters and One-Stop Service Centers were children aged 0 to 18 years.12

12

Authority for Family, Child and Youth Development Department, Ministry of Labour and Social Protection of Mongolia
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Exercise 2.2.2 I Can Solve It
Objectives
•

To understand that rights come with responsibilities

•

To become aware of the fact that the rights of different people may conflict

•

To think of possible solutions to solve conflicts

Target Group
Children and youth

Duration
60 minutes

Seating Arrangements
Group seating around tables

Materials
•

Photocopies of the cartoon pages (Training Aid 2.2.2 A), one cartoon for each group

•

Coloured pencils

•

Masking tape

Training Aid
2.2.2 A: Cartoons

Session Plan Steps13
1. Introduce the idea of possible conflicts in the exercise of rights – 5 minutes
2. Set up group work – 15 minutes
3. Presentation of group work and discussion – 30 minutes
4. Summary – 5 minutes
13 Adapted from: It’s Only Right! A Practical Guide to Learn More about the Convention on the Rights of the Child by Susan Fountain (UNICEF: New York,
1993), Activity 6: Rights in Conflict Cartoons, p.39 - 42.
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Step 1 Introduce the idea of possible conflicts in the exercise of rights – 5 minutes
Explain that sometimes one person’s right may clash with the right of another person. For
instance, someone is exercising his or her right to freedom of expression making insulting
comments about the gender, race, ethnicity, religion, social status, etc. of another person. This
person, of course, gets angry because s/he has the right to be free from discrimination. As a
result, there is a conflict.
Sometimes people give different explanations to a certain right. For example, parents who feel
that a child has the right to be protected from abuse may sometimes hit the child as punishment
for doing something, which is not allowed. The child may feel that any kind of hitting is physically
abusive. During this session the participants will think about some of these conflicting situations.
Step 2 Set up group work – 15 minutes
Divide the group in small groups of 4 or 5 persons. Give each group a photocopy of one cartoon
page (Training Aid 2.2.2 A). Ask the groups to have a look at the two pictures and ask them
to think about ways to resolve the conflict. Each group can complete the cartoon by filling in
possible solutions in the four remaining cartoon panels. (The cartoons need not be beautiful.
The key is the story and the solutions to the conflict.)
Step 3 Presentation of group work and discussion – 30 minutes
Ask all groups to briefly present their story and start a short discussion in plenary with the
following questions:
- Was it difficult to find a solution for the conflict? Why or why not?
- Did groups come up with the same solution?

- What type of solution do you think would most likely occur? Why?
- In which situations did both parties get what they wanted?

- Do you have conflict situations like this sometimes? If yes, what do you do?
Step 4 Summay – 5 minutes
Summarize the main outcomes of the discussion during the session and emphasize that:
•

Rights come with responsibilities.

•

One cannot say nor do everything just because one has the right to do so if this damages
others.

•

In protecting and enjoying our own rights, we have to make sure not to violate the rights of
others.

•

Respect and understanding of others’ rights can prevent and solve conflicts.
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Training Aid 2.2.2 A: Cartoons
Guidelines: Photocopy the cartoons, one for each group and hand them out during the exercises.
Some groups may have the same cartoon.
Cartoon 1:

The right to be free from discrimination in conflict with the right to freedom of
expression

A girl at school tells her friend that she does not
like a girl who is chubby because “fat people are
stupid and lazy”.

Another girl walking by tells the criticizing girl
that it is not fair to judge others in such a way.
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The right to education in conflict with the right to adequate and healthy food

A boy is trying to study for a test at school the
next day but he feels hungry because he had only
a little bit of food for dinner.
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The right to family love and care in conflict with the right to protection from abuse,
exploitation and neglect

Father comes home drunk again and starts
a quarrel with mother. This is happening
increasingly often.

Children feel sad, afraid and angry, especially
when their father hits their mother.
They don’t know what to do.
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Exercise 2.2.3 I Know My Rights
Objectives
•

To articulate knowledge and understanding about the basic rights of the child

•

To identify ways to ask for help in the case of child rights violation

Target Group
Children and youth (in separate groups if necessary)

Duration
60 minutes

Seating Arrangements
U-shaped or circle seating for plenary and enough space to walk around

Materials
Blank white paper, at least two for each participant
•

Colour pencils, markers, masking tape

•

10 flipchart sheets

•

10 Child Rights Picture Cards (Training Aid 2.2.1 A)

Training Aid
2.2.1 A: Child Rights Picture Cards (in Exercise 2.2.1)
Briefing Note: Child Rights (in Exercise 2.2.1)

Session Plan Steps
1. Draw pictures of what I like, what I don’t like – 15 minutes
2. What is a child right? – 10 minutes
3. Match drawings with child rights pictures – 10 minutes
4. Discuss children’s rights – 20 minutes
5. Memory test – 5 minutes
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Preparation
Put 10 flipchart papers on a wall at a place where everyone can easily see and reach them.
Step 1 Draw pictures of what I like, what I don’t like – 15 minutes
Explain to participants that you want to talk to them about things they enjoy or dream of, and
things they really hate doing or never want to do.
Give them 2 A-4 papers each and ask each of them to make two drawings:
•

One about something they enjoy. It does not have to be something they are able to do, they
can also make a drawing about something they dream of or wish to do.

•

One about something they do not like or want to do.

The drawings do not have to be very beautiful but they should be clear. They have 5 minutes for
each drawing. Keep track of the time and tell them when to start with the other drawing to avoid
that they only work on one.
Step 2 What is a child right? – 10 minutes
Ask the participants if they heard about children’s rights and what child rights are protected in
Mongolian law (see Briefing Note: Child Rights in Exercise 2.2.1). Explain briefly the principle of
child rights in the United Nations (UN) Convention on the Rights of the Child, without mentioning
the specific rights. Ask if they know what kind of specific rights are mentioned in this Convention
and in Mongolian laws. (If the participants have done Exercise 2.2.1, ask if they remember any
rights from that exercise.)
If they mention a right that is presented on one of the 10 Child Rights Picture Cards (Training
Aid 2.2.1 A), stick them on one of the flipchart sheets on the wall. Put only one picture on each
flipchart sheet. When they do not know more rights and you still have cards left, show them one
by one. Explain what they stand for and place them on the remaining flipchart sheets.
Step 3 Match drawings with child rights pictures – 10 minutes
Ask the participants if they can place their own drawings on the flipchart sheet with the right that
relates to their drawings the most. For example: if they made a picture about school because
they like or do not like to go to school, they can place it under the flipchart with the picture on
the Right to Education. When they do not know where to put a certain drawing they can keep the
drawing with them. Give them about 5 minutes to place their drawings.
Step 4 Discuss child rights violations and protection – 20 minutes
Tell participants to have a look at the results and ask them if they know any other rights that are
not included here. Ask them to explain if they identify any rights that are not represented.
Ask who still has drawings that are not put on the wall. Ask other participants to help place them
under one of the child rights. Guide the group, if they are not sure. For instance, if someone
made a drawing about being a pilot or a movie star or another job, the drawing can be placed
on the flipchart with the picture on the Right to Education because education or training is what
they need to become one. Of course, the group may not be able to place some of the drawings
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under any right simply because they are no rights for such things. Clear examples are: watching
television all day, helping in the family household or becoming rich and buy expensive things.
Invite participants to return to their seats and start a discussion with the following questions:
- Do you enjoy the 10 rights presented? If not, which ones and why do you not enjoy these
rights?
- Is there a difference between boys and girls or between children from different ethnic groups
or religions in enjoying the rights? Is there a difference between rich and poor children? If
yes, how do you explain this? Is this fair? If not, what can be done about it?
- Have you seen any of these rights violated? If so, what these rights and how are they violated?
- In such cases, what should you do?

Explain that Mongolia has a number of laws that protect children, for example the revised Child
Rights Law, the new Child Protection Law, the revised Law on Combating Domestic Violence,
and the revised Criminal Law that protect children against crimes. There are also special legal
protection for vulnerable children (and adults), such as those with disabilities.

Tip for Trainers
Focus the discussion on child rights that are most relevant to the situation of children in the community.
Probe participants’ awareness about child protection services and provide useful information on how
they can get support and assistance at school and in the community in the case of rights violations.
For example, how to report cases and ask for help.
Conclude with the following key messages:
•

All boys and girls have the same rights, regardless of who they are, where they were born,
the sex, ethnicity or religion they have or whether they come from a poor or rich family or
country.

•

In poor countries or families, access to some of these rights may be more limited than
in richer countries or families, but this does not mean that children in poor countries or
families have fewer rights than children in rich countries or families.

•

The government has a responsibility to ensure that all children have access to these basic
rights, and families and communities also have the responsibility to support children’s rights
and wellbeing.

•

Mongolia has laws that protect children.

•

Children can ask for help when their rights are violated by calling 108 Child Helpline Services.
At school, they can ask class teacher or school social worker for help. Children can also
contact the local governor who is a team leader of local child protection multi-disciplinary
teams, or police and social worker of soum or khoroo.

•

An adult, such as neighbor, teacher, doctor, social worker, is obliged to report to the 108
Child Helpline or 102 Police, if they know, observe, or suspect that a child is at risk.
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Step 5 Memory test – 5 minutes
Conclude the exercise with a quick memory check. Ask participants to:
•

Call out a child right and come write it down quickly on the board or a flipchart in front of the
class. Wait until all 10 rights are mentioned, compliment the writers on their memory, and
ask all to try to memorize these 10 important child rights.

•

Identify ways to ask for help or report child rights violations:
 108 Child Helpline
 102 Police
 Class teacher
 School social worker
 Dormitory teacher
 State Inspector for Children’s Rights
 Others with duties to protect child rights (e.g., governor, local police, family doctor, and
social worker)
 Family and Child Development Division
 State Inspector for Children’s Rights
 Non-governmental organization for child rights
 Aimag and district youth clinic.
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Exercise 2.2.4 Children Have Rights Too – Poster Campaign
Objectives
• To become aware of the basic rights of the child
• To understand the importance of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child

Target Group
Older youth and adults

Duration
60 minutes

Seating Arrangements
U-shaped or circle seating for plenary and enough space to walk around

Materials
10 pieces of flipchart paper
•

10 glue sticks

•

Lots of old magazines and newspapers, or pictures of popular cartoon characters doing
various activities

•

Markers, masking tape

•

6 pairs of scissors to share

•

Drawings from Exercise 2.2.3 (if available), one drawing for each right

Training Aid
Briefing Note: Child Rights and Child Protection in Mongolia (in Exercise 2.2.1)

Session Plan Steps
1. What I wish my child to have – 10 minutes
2. Make posters – 20 minutes
3. Discuss child rights – 20 minutes
4. Summary – 10 minutes
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Preparation
Write on each flipchart one of the following child rights and place them on the wall, using all the
walls in the room.
•

Right to name and nationality

•

Right to family, love and care

•

Right to adequate and healthy food

•

Right to education

•

Right to health care

•

Right to choose their own friends

•

Right to rest and play

•

Right to protection from abuse, exploitation and discrimination

•

Right to expression of views and opinion

•

Right to special care and assistance when needed.

Step 1 What I wish my child to have – 10 minutes
Briefly explain the objective of the exercise. Ask the participants, as parent, brother or sister,
uncle or aunt: ideally what they would like the children in their life to have.
Tell them about the United Nations (UN) Convention on the Rights of the Child as mentioned
in the Briefing Note on Child Rights and Child Protection in Mongolia in Exercise 2.2.1 and
introduce the titles of the 10 main rights written on the flipcharts.

Tip for Trainers
If you have done Exercise 2.2.3 I Know My Rights, it is good to use the drawings made during that
exercise. Select one drawing for each of the rights. Show the drawings one by one to the participants
and ask to which right it belongs. Place it next to the corresponding flipchart on the wall. This is an
attractive way to introduce the 10 main rights.
Step 2 Make posters – 20 minutes
Explain that you want to have 10 posters about the main rights of the child. Divide the participants
in pairs and ask each pair to make one contribution to each poster: They can write a slogan,
make a drawing or paste a collage with pictures and text from the magazines and newspapers,
or the popular cartoon characters doing daily activities. They should try to link to the things
other pairs already made on each the flipchart.
Step 3 Discuss child rights – 20 minutes
Have a look at the posters and discuss the results using the following questions:
- Which rights did you find difficult to make/find something for? Why?
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- Do you think the children in your community enjoy the rights mentioned? If not, which rights
are not observed or practiced?
- Can you think of the difference in how boys and girls enjoy these rights? If yes, can you
explain why there are these differences or inequalities? Do you agree or disagree with these
differences or inequalities?
- Are there any other differences that may affect children’s enjoyment of their rights, for
example between children of different ethnicities or religions. If yes, can you explain why
there are these differences or inequalities? Do you agree or disagree with these differences
or inequalities?
- What do you think of the statement: ‘All children are equal’? Do the children in your community
enjoy their rights equally? Why or why not? If not, what can be done about it?
- Which right do you want to give the highest priority? Why?

- Have you seen any of these rights violated? If so, what these rights and how are they violated?
- In such cases, what should you do?

Tip for Trainers
Focus the discussion on child rights that are most relevant to the situation of children in the community.
Probe participants’ awareness about child protection services and provide useful information on how
they can help protect children in the community in the case of child rights violations. For example,
how to report cases and get official intervention.
Conclude with the following key messages:
•

All boys and girls have the same rights, regardless of who they are, where they were born,
the sex, ethnicity or religion they have or whether they come from a poor or rich family or
country.

•

In poor countries or families access to some of these rights may be more limited than
in richer countries or families, but this does not mean that children in poor countries or
families have fewer rights than children in rich countries or families.

•

The government has a responsibility to ensure that all children have access to these basic
rights, and families and communities also have the responsibility to support children’s rights
and wellbeing.

•

Mongolia has many laws that protect children.

•

Children can ask for help when their rights are violated by calling 108 Child Helpline Services.
At school, they can ask class teacher or school social worker for help. Children can also
contact the local governor who is a team leader of local child protection multi-disciplinary
teams, or police and social worker of soum or khoroo.

•

An adult, such as neighbor, teacher, doctor, social worker, is obliged to report to the 108
Child Helpline or 102 Police, if they know, observe, or suspect that a child is at risk.
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Step 4 Summary – 10 minutes
Summarize things done during the session and explain once more that:
•

Children need special care and protection for healthy development because of their special
needs and vulnerability.

•

The principle of children’s rights is universally accepted.

•

The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child has been drawn up to safeguard and enforce
these rights, and 196 countries, including Mongolia, have signed this Convention, meaning
all the countries agree to protect children and ensure that they enjoy their rights.

•

“It takes a village to raise a child.” A child who needs help should not be neglected. Adults
have responsibilities to protect children.

•

Identify ways to ask for help or report child rights violations:
 108 Child Helpline
 102 Police
 Class teacher
 School social worker
 Dormitory teacher
 State Inspector for Children’s Rights
 Others with duties to protect child rights (e.g., governor, local police, family doctor, social
worker)
 Family and Child Development Division
 State Inspector for Children’s Rights
 Non-governmental organization for child rights
 Aimag and district youth clinic.
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My Right, Our Right to Organize

Content
This unit focuses on the importance of making an effort to work together. Participants will learn
and experience how to cooperate and plan together for a common goal.

Key Messages
•

Everybody has the right to organize.

•

You are stronger in a group.

•

Work towards a common goal is often needed at all levels: family, community, regional,
national and international.

•

Respect for diversity within a group is important: each person has specific capacities and
everybody can contribute to reaching the common goal in his/her way.

•

The right to organize is a basic right of all human beings. It includes:
 Right to peaceful assembly
 Right of association
 Right of an individual to join or not join an association
 Right to belong to trade unions.

Exercises
2.4.1

More Heads Are Better Than One – Jigsaw Puzzle

2.4.2

Let’s Organize

Target Group
5.2

Team Work Skills

11.2

Rights at Work
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Exercise 2.3.1 More Heads Are Better Than One – Jigsaw Puzzle
Objectives
•

To understand the importance of making an effort to work together

•

To experience the advantages of cooperation

Target Group
Children, youth and adults

Duration
60 minutes

Seating Arrangements
Group seating around tables

Materials
•

One set of jigsaw pieces for each group (Training Aid 2.3.1 A)

•

Photocopies of the Checklist for Observers (Training Aid 2.3.1 B)

Training Aid
2.3.1 A: Jigsaw Pieces
2.3.1 B: Checklist for Observers
Briefing Note: Right to Organize and the Jigsaw Method

Session Plan Steps14
1. Set up group work and explain the rules of the game – 10 minutes
2. Make a square in silence – 10 minutes
3. Discussion – 30 minutes
4. Round up with key messages on organizing – 10 minutes
14 Adapted from: Health Care Together: Training Exercises for Health Workers in Community Based Programmes by Mary P. Johnston & Susan B. Rifkin
(Macmillan Publishers Ltd.: London, 1987), Exercise: Broken Squares, p. 57-60.
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Preparation
Make a set of jigsaw pieces for each group as described in Training Aid 2.3.1 A.
Step 1 Set up group work and explain the rules of the game – 10 minutes
Divide participants into small groups of minimum 6 persons. Five persons of each group take a
seat and the remaining person(s) is the observer(s). The observer(s) can walk around the table.
Explain the rules of the game for each group:
•

Each person gets 3 jigsaw pieces.

•

They must make 5 squares of three pieces.

•

No one is allowed to speak or to give signals.

•

They can give away pieces but are not allowed to request in any way pieces of other players
in their group.

Ask if these rules are clear.
Give all observers a copy of the Checklist for Observers (Training Aid 2.3.1 B) so they know
what to look for in the players’ behaviour. (If the observers are not highly literate, explain the
instructions verbally and make sure they understand them.) The observers are not allowed to
share these instructions with the players in their group. Their role is simply to observe how the
players work with the jigsaws and making notes according to the instructions.
Step 2 Make a square in silence – 10 minutes
Give maximum 10 minutes for the groups to make the 5 squares without saying a word.
Step 3 Discussion – 30 minutes
Ask the observer(s) in each group to briefly describe what happened in the group. Start a
discussion in plenary using the following questions:
- Did any group manage to get all 5 squares?
- Did anyone break the rules?

- Did you feel stronger after breaking the rules? If yes, why?

- Were all people behaving the same way in the group? If not, what were the differences? Were
there any differences between the behaviours of men and women (boys and girls)?
- Was that good or bad for the result?

- Was it difficult trying to make squares without being able to talk or make a request?
- Who gave away your pieces? Why did you give your pieces away?
- Was it necessary to give and get organized to achieve the aim?
- Is it always good to organize, why or why not?

- Do you know in which way you can organize yourself?
- Can you give examples from your own experience?
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- Was it easy? What went wrong and what went right?
- What do you know about the right to organize?

Step 4 Round up with key messages on organizing – 10 minutes
Explain the meaning of the right to organize. Say that the power of one is not as strong as the
power of many, and that people can do more in a group. Collective initiatives and actions are
often necessary to achieve a goal that individuals by themselves cannot achieve. Working in
a group does require cooperation and respect for group norms, giving and sharing, as well
as tolerance and time to come to conclusions and decisions. However, working in a group is
useful because a group is more powerful and can achieve more than an individual. (For more
explanation on the right to organize and the behaviours in the puzzle exercise, see the Briefing
Note at the end of the exercise.)

Tip for Trainers
Demonstrate the power of one versus the power of many. For instance, tapping to make a sound
with one finger, two fingers, three fingers, four fingers, the entire palm, or one peson clapping, two
persons, three persons, four persons clapping… and so on. Or breaking one twig or two twigs is a lot
easier than breaking ten twigs at once.
Summarize the main outcomes of the discussion during the session and mention the following
points:
•

Everybody has the right to organize.

•

You are stronger in a group.

•

Work towards a common goal is often needed at all levels: family, community, regional,
national and international.

•

Respect for diversity within a group is important: each person has specific capacities and
everybody can contribute to reaching the common goal in his/her way. Some people may be
natural leaders because they are charismatic, intelligent, strategic or good at organizing,
while others may have special skills, expertise or other assets that are beneficial and
contribute to reaching the common goal.
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Rights in Life
My Right, Our Right to Organize
More Heads Are Better Than One – Jigsaw Puzzle
Jigsaw Pieces

Training Aid 2.3.1 A: Jigsaw Pieces
Guidelines: Make a photocopy of this page for each group. Cut the five jigsaws carefully into
pieces and shuffle them well. Keep each set of 5 jigsaw pieces together in a bag for each group.
Give each group member 3 pieces (that do not make a square).
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Training Aid 2.3.1 B: Checklist for Observers
Guidelines: Photocopy this page and give each observer a copy.
Observe the behaviour of everybody in the group. Keep the following in mind:
•

Who breaks the rules?

•

How are the rules broken?

•

Who looks around for the needs of others?

•

Who identifies first a way to solve the problem?

•

Who takes a leading role?

•

Does someone sabotage the process?

You can make notes below:
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Right to Organize and the Jigsaw Method

Briefing Note: Right to Organize and the Jigsaw Method
Right to organize
The right to form groups, to organize, cooperate and assemble peacefully together with the
aim of addressing issues of common concern is a human right. The ability to organize is an
important means by which citizens can influence their governments and leaders, because the
power of one ordinary citizen is not as strong as the power of 5, 10, 20, 50 or 100 ordinary
citizens. The ability to organize is also important in workplaces where workers need to influence
their employers to, for example, ensure that the workplace is safe to work in, and that wages
and working hours are fair. The right to freedom of association and assembly is protected in
international and regional human rights treaties, and in international labour standards. These
rights are applicable to any issue. Mass rallies are a potent symbol of the exercise of this right.
International and regional treaties and international labour standards protect a number of key
rights relating to freedom of association and assembly:
• Right to peaceful assembly
• Right of association
• Right of an individual to join or not join an association
• Right to belong to trade unions.
About the jigsaw method
Forming a group and working together to reach a common goal is not always easy. The jigsaw
puzzle exercise shows how complicated it can be. When looking at the solution of the five squares
it seems very easy. But participants usually end up with three or four squares and odd bits that
just do not fit together. Participants come to realize that their individual desire to produce one
square is secondary to the group task of completing five squares. Personal success does not
always equal group success, and may actually be impeding the group goal. A good solution for
one person may in fact obstruct a good one for the group as a whole.
Within the rules of the game, each group can make its own rules. You will see that several cases
will arise during the discussion in plenary. Possible cases are:
Case:		
One participant gave all pieces to a colleague.
Conclusion: Teamwork is hindered if someone rejects responsibility and places it all on
someone else.
Case:
A participant is self-satisfied after finishing his or her square and ignores the
other participants.
Conclusion: Teamwork is hampered if one member is satisfied with his or her own effort and
does not care about the work of the other members.
Case:
A participant is frustrated when s/he find out that the correct piece is held by a
colleague who does not want to give it away.
Conclusion: Teamwork is hampered if one member is insensitive to the needs of others.
Case:
A participant is very pleased to receive a piece, which s/he needs from a colleague.
Conclusion: Teamwork is promoted by a sensitive member responding to the need of another.
Case:
A participant broke the rules and communicated with a colleague (by word or
sign) because s/he wanted (to) help.
Conclusion: In teamwork there must be mutual communication between the members.
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Exercise 2.3.2 Let’s Organize
Objectives
•

To understand the importance of making an effort to work together

•

To reach a common goal together

Target Group
Children, youth and adults

Duration
60 minutes

Seating Arrangements
A large open space to move around

Materials
•

Treasure box, a real box or a drawing of a box on a flipchart paper

•

Copies of footprints (Training Aid 2.3.2 A), one set of footprints for two participants (one
participant gets the left footprint and the other gets the right footprint)

Training Aid
2.3.2 A: Footprints

Session Plan Steps
1. Start the game with a footprint each – 5 minutes
2. Try to reach the treasure box with one footprint – 10 minutes
3. Try again in a small group – 10 minutes
4. Organize to reach the treasure box – 10 minutes
5. Discussion – 20 minutes
6. Summary – 5 minutes
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Rights in Life
My Right, Our Right to Organize
Let’s Organize

Preparation
Photocopy the footprints in Training Aid 2.3.2 A or alternatively draw life-size footprints by hand
on plain A-4 or flipchart paper. Make enough copies to have one footprint for each participant.
Put the treasure box at one side of the room. Make a line at the other end of the room, at least
six big adult steps away from the treasure box. Behind the line there should be enough space
for all participants to stand.
Step 1 Start the game with a footprint each – 5 minutes
Give each participant a footprint. Ask the participants to stand behind the line. Explain that the
aim of this game is to reach the treasure box without putting their feet on the floor. The only
place where they are allowed to step on the floor is behind the line. Beyond the line toward the
treasure box they can only step on the footprint. Ask each participant to reach the box with one
footprint. Is it possible? (No.)
Step 2 Try to reach the treasure box with one footprint – 10 minutes
Ask the participants what they need to reach the treasure box. When they say that they need
more footprints, answer that you do not have more footprints. When they suggest that they want
to form a group, allow them to form pairs. If they do not mention the suggestion of forming
groups, just ask them to form pairs after a couple of suggestions are made. Ask them to try
again to reach the treasure box but remind them that they both have to arrive at the treasure
box. Is it possible? No.
Step 3 Try again in a small group – 10 minutes
Ask again what they need to reach the treasure box. Allow them to form groups of three and try
again. It is still not possible.
Step 4 Organize to reach the treasure box – 10 minutes
Allow them to organize in whatever way they want. Generally, depending on their age and size
participants will need to form a group of at least 6-8 persons to reach a treasure box that is six
adult steps away. Every group member should reach the treasure box by using the footprints of
the group.
Step 5 Discussion – 20 minutes
When all participants have reached the treasure box, ask them to sit down. Discuss the activity
in plenary using the following questions:
- Was it difficult to find a solution?

- What was the main problem in the smaller group?
- Who found the solution: one person or more?
- Is there more than one solution?
- Did you need a coordinator?
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- Did you need each other?
- What did you learn?

- Can you give examples of group strengths in your community or workplace?

- Are you a member of a group in your community or workplace? Why or why not?
Step 6 Summary – 5 minutes
Summarize things done during this session and explain that it is often useful to form a group
to reach a goal. Organizing gives you more power and strength. Emphasize that the following
rights are valid for everyone:
•

Right to peaceful assembly

•

Right of association

•

Right of an individual to join or not join an association

•

Right to belong to trade unions.
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Training Aid 2.3.2 A: Footprints
Guidelines: Make photocopies of this page (one for two participants). Alternatively, draw the
footprints on plain A-4 or flipchart papers. Cut to have individual footprints. Give one footprint
to each participant.
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Sources for Further Reading
Carl, Greg & Chaiphech, Nonthathorn, Friends Tell Friends on the Street, Thai Red Cross Aids
Research Centre: Bangkok, 2000.
Fountain, Susan, It’s Only Right! A Practical Guide to Learn More about the Convention on the Rights
of the Child, UNICEF: New York, 1993.
Haspels, Nelien & Suriyasarn, Busakorn, Promotion of Gender Equality in Action against Child
Labour and Trafficking: A Practical Guide for Organizations (GECL-Guide), ILO: Bangkok, 2003.
ILO, Child Labour – An Information Kit for Teachers, Educators and Their Organizations, IPEC:
Geneva, 1998.
ILO, Supporting Children’s Rights through Education, Arts and the Media (SCREAM) – Stop Child
Labour Education Pack, IPEC: Geneva, 2002.
Johnston M.P. & Rifkin, S.B., Health Care Together: Training Exercises for Health Workers in
Community Based Programmes, London, 1987.
Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission (NIHRC), Inspiring Practice: Resources, Tools and
Activities for Human Rights Education by Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission (2008),
http://www.nihrc.org/uploads/publications/Inspiring_Practices.pdf.
Pretty, Jules N., Guijt, Irene, Scoones, Ian & Thompson, John, A Trainer’s Guide for Participatory
Learning and Action, IIED Participatory Methodology Series: London, 1995.
Save the Children, Child Rights Situation in Mongolia 2018.
Terhorst, Rosalinda, Haspels, Nelien, Gender and Development for Cambodia (GAD/C) &
Expansion of Employment Opportunities for Women (EEOW), Women Workers’ Rights and Gender
Equality: Easy Steps for Workers in Cambodia (WWRGE Manual – Cambodia), ILO: Bangkok, 2004.

Useful Websites
Centre for Civic Education, Teachers Resources, URL: http://www.civiced.org
Human Rights Education Associates, Electronic Resource Centre for Human Rights Education,
URL: http://www.hrea.org
Human Rights Resource Center, University of Minnesota, Human Rights Here and Now,
URL: http://hrlibrary.umn.edu/edumat/hreduseries/hereandnow/Part-3/Activity1.htm
International Programme on the Elimination of Child Labour (IPEC),
URL: http://www.ilo.org/ipec/lang--en/index.htm
Mongolian law information: https://www.legalinfo.mn/law
UNICEF, Resource Guide for Students and Teachers,
URL: https://www.unicef.org/siteguide/resources.htmland
URL: https://www.unicef.org/magic/
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List of Picture Cards (provided separately)
TA 2.2.1 A:

Child Rights Picture Cards (10 cards)					
1. Right to name and nationality
2. Right to family, love and care
3. Right to adequate and healthy food
4. Right to education
5. Right to health care
6. Right to choose their own friends
7. Right to rest and play
8. Right to protection from abuse, exploitation and discrimination
9. Right to expression of views and opinion
10. Right to special care and assistance when needed
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